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Optimal Q-values for edit distance in O(T2) 
`

Key question: What should the target be for an incorrect output history (                  )?
Output history →  Next token
           <s> → A
          <s>A → s
         <s>As → _
        <s>As_ → h
       <s>As_e → ?

Key intuition: Optimism in the face of uncertainty.

Find optimal completions based on edit distance:

- As_e_walks_his_wife_...    (delete h in the target)
- As_ee_walks_his_wife_...   (substitute e with h in the target)
- As_ehe_walks_his_wife_... (delete e in the prediction)

Use the first token of optimal completions (optimal extensions) as target.
OCD: <s>As_e → {_, e, h}

Speech Recognition:
     Correct output:  As_he_walks_his_wife_holds_his_hands.
Generated output:  As_ee_walks_whose_wife_holds_his_hands.

MLE: Learn to map (input x) → (output sequence a*) by maximizing log π(a*| x) for each 
labeled training pair.

Map correct output history → correct next token.

Optimal Completion Distillation for Sequence Learning

`Optimal Completion Distillation (OCD)
1.Always train samples from the current model: Generate a sequence       by sampling from the 
current model token by token: 

2.For each output history and next token, define optimal edit distance-to-go:

i. For edit distance we prove that optimal Q-values (     ) can be computed only based 

on concatenations of generated output with suffixes of the ground truth sequence.

ii. We show how to compute                     for all t and v efficiently in             . 

iii. We define the optimal extension policy as: 

3.Maximize the average log-probability of optimal extensions by minimizing the KL between 

optimal extension policy and model distribution:

           + Suffixes of               SATDAY     -2

Experiments on Speech Recognition
End-to-end speech recognition without Language Model rescoring.
LSTM encoder, content based attention LSTM decoder. Using a beam size of 16 for inference.
WSJ: Character based model trained on 73h audio data (vocabulary of 96 tokens).
Librispeech: BPE based model trained on 960h audio data (vocabulary of 10K tokens).

OCD makes more sensible mistakes than MLE: 
- Correct output: cross fire fertilization mr. millar said in a statement
- MLE’s output: cross fire for the more said in a statements
- OCD’s output: crossfire fartization mr. miller said in the statements  

OCD is a practical substitute for MLE with better generalization:
- OCD has no extra hyper-parameters.
- OCD trains in the same number of epochs as MLE.
- OCD generalizes better: has better validation CER for the same training CER. 

OCD is robust to beam size:
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Lemma: The edit distance resulting from any potential suffix is lower bounded by ground truth 
suffixes.

S U N D A Y OCD Targets Lower bound
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 <S> 0

S 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 U 0
A 2 1 1 2 3 3 4 U, N 1
T 3 2 2 2 3 4 4 U, N, D 2
R 4 3 3 3 3 4 5 U, N, D, A 3
A 5 4 4 4 4 3 4 Y 3
P 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 Y, </S> 4
Y 7 6 6 6 6 5 4 </S> 4

Open problem: Is it possible to train a seq2seq model based on its generated trajectories 
solely based on sequence-level reward feedback, without pre-training or joint optimization 
with log-likelihood?

Optimal Completion Distillation (OCD) shows that indeed it is possible to train only based on 
model’s generated trajectories and significantly outperform MLE and scheduled sampling.
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As ee walks whose wife holds his hands.
As he walks his wife holds his hands.

Search suffixes of the Target to calculate      .
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